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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Probler.: 
The languae;e of children has been studied primarily 
from two points of view; that of the grarrJnar5_an and that 
of the psychologist. There has been some overlapping between 
the two disciplines in theory and methodology. Psychologists 
have been primarily concerned with the correlation of per-
sonality and language c\evelopment and the cognitive functions 
expressed in language learning. Grammarians, on the other 
hand, have dealt with a description of children's language 
per se. In recent years, speech scientists have become 
increasingly aware of the role which they can and must play 
in the study of language development. Speech disorders are 
no longer considered separate entities but as part of the 
total language production of the indivj.dual. Wyatt1 has 
stated, when speaking of the young stutterer, "There is ... a 
great need for further contributions by observers who would 
be able to supplement quantitative and phonetic recordings 
with a psychodynamic orientation and ... who would adopt 
the viewpoint of modern linguistic structuralism." 
1Gertrud Wyatt, "Stammering and Language Learning in 
Early Childhood," Journal of Abnormal Psychology, XLIV, 
(1949)' p. 78. 
(l) 
(2) 
Davis1 has expressed the interdepencency of various aspects 
of language learn:Lng. She has stated that, at least j_n 
the kindergarten years, a child's mastery of articulation 
is closely related to other phases of laY~guage c1evelopment. 
Since there is great interest in the problem of de-
scribing language development, techniques nust be evolved 
for describing this development which give insight ir,to the 
underlying processes. Any technique for describing a child's 
grammar must permit us to 1) examine language at particular 
times :i_n its development as a self-contained system, and 
2) describe the changing processes of this system. Such a 
technique is provided by Chomsky's model of syntactic 
structures. 2 Although a description of the syntactic 
structures in a child 1 s language does not g~_ve a total 
account of his language development, it can r;o beyond the 
quantitative measure of percentages and proport:'Lon of adult 
usage provided in previous studies of children's 0ramnmr. 
It can encorapass the inter-relationship of various r:1easures 
of language development and describe the:'lr interdependencies. 
It may provide "a hypothesis concerning the spec:tfic nature 
of the innate intellectual equipment of the cll:lld. n3 
lE. A. Davis, "The Development of Linguistic Sldlls in 
Twins, Singletons with Sibling and Only Children From Age 
5-10 Years," Institute of Child Welfare Nono,.ra-h Series: 
Hinneapolis, ·inneso a Press, o. l, 937, p. 
2Noam Chomsky, Syntactic Structures, (The Hague, The 
Netherlands: Houton, 1957). 
3Noam Chomslcy, lana to Nodels in Li uistics, 
(Department of ~1odern nguages: Massachusetts Institute 
of 'fe chno logy, l•:imeographed), p. 36. 
(3) 
Chomsky states: 
What we seelc, then, is a formalized grammar 
that specifies the correct structural descrip-
tions with a fairly small number of general 
principles of sentence formation and that is 
embedded within a theor-,Y of linguistic struc-
ture that provides a justification for the 
choice of this grammar over alternativen. Such 
a grammar would properly be called an explana-
tory model, a theory of the linguistic intui-
tion of the native speaker.l 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to determine if Chomslcy's 
model of syntactic structures is capable of C:escr:tbir:g a 
children 1 s grammar as a self-contained system and of ind:> 
eating developmental trends. 
Just·: fication 
In a review of the literature deali;,g l'Jj.th studies of 
language development, IvlcCarthy2 divides the material J.nto 
several areas: articulation, language comprehension, 
vocabulary growth, parts of speech, amount anci rate of 
talldne;, sentence structure and grammatical for1:1. !·lost of 
these studies d.ealt with aspects of language development 
from a compartmentalized point of view. In the area of sen-
tence structure and grammatical form the resc.1lts are limited 
to descriptions of sentence length, complexit~, of sentence 
structure and proportion of usage of differer.tl;i' structurel1 
1-b· ' 0 
.l lC.., p. _,. 
2Dorothea IvlcCarthy, •:Language Development in Children," 
in Carmichael, L., {Ed.), M:anual of Child Psychology, 
(New York: Wiley, 1954), p. 492. 
(4) 
sentences (incomplete, fUnctionally complete, simple, 
simple with phrase, compound, complex, compound-compJ.ex) 
at vario"J.s age levels. Essentially the same conclusions 
were al1'1ays reached in these studies as a Pesult of the 
kind of categorization utj_lj_zed. The only c',efini ti ve state-
ment made was that as the child matures, the }Jropol'tion of 
more complex sentences increases. The defj_nit:~on of com-
plex, thus far intuitively defined, is more c:if/icult. In 
these studies an intu:Ltive model of an adult [';ranm1ar was 
superi~lposed on the language of the ch:'.ld. Th1_s superim-
position takes place with insufficient emphas:'.s on the great 
bulk of the child's language which can be cons:ldered gram-
matical. Attention j s focused on "errors'', ;•rithout consid-
ering the possibility of a unique language formation taking 
place at different stages of development. Templ:tn1 , in 
suggesting further research after presentinG the results 
of her own study states, "Of primaPy importance in future 
study is the development and exploration of techniques usee" 
in the study of language (that is) a refinement ar.d sh5.ft 
in the procedure used to study articulation, vocabulary anC:: 
the sentence. 1: 
lr,lildred Templin, Certain LanP'ua e Sldlls in Children: 
The:l.r Devel o ment and In errela ionshi Ivl:lnneapol:Ls: 
U. of Minnesota Press, 1957 , p. 151. 
(5) 
Gocdenough1 points out that trac~~.tional gramr:1CltJ.cal 
class:Lfj.cations of' adult usage are ir-;acleq11ate to br~_ns o~t 
significant developmental trenGs in. the speech of children. 
'l'hese developmental processes are qualitative as well as 
quant:l.tative and. systens :'or classif~ring the speech of ch:i_l-
dren. should be able to describe these qu&l~tative cha1~.ges 
if the s~,rstems are to be useful. 
Carro112 states_. ':A child lear:..1s the gra.n:r,12r of his 
native language :tn sonewha.t t~ne same itlay t~.T3.t the l~.Lnguist 
ar_alyzes gramm3.r b:r find:tng the substitut:i.or: groups or form 
classes.'' He adds: 
Child langua:;e development is tl1e developme:1t 
of a tremendous number of different responses 
wh5_ch serve to code the child's perceptlon of his 
environment and to mec'liate his neeCs. 1\.n ;_n-
tegrated account of this process from the stand-
poiDt of psycholinguistics and basec\ on adequate 
observational a!l~ experimental eviCence rema:;_·ns 
to be expounded . .:l 
gu:i_stic developnent of children is to tPetce step by step 
tl1e:lr growing mastery of free expression v1ith j_ts "'lar:_ous 
gramJnatJcal complexities. 
lFlorence Goodenough. "The Use of" Pronouns by Young 
Ch:i.ldren: A Note on the Development of Self ilvTareness," 
Journal of Genetic Psychology_. XXXII, (F52), p. 3L:l>. 
2John B. Carroll, T:1e Study of Language_. (Cambridge: 
Harvard U. Press, 1955), p.C)9 
3rbicJ.. 
---
4 A. F. Watts, 
Children_. (London: 
The Language and !liental Development of 
George c. tiarrup, 1C:J44), p. 70. 
(6) 
:-re used Jesperson 1 s 1 categorization of language icto formulas 
(different words cannot be substituted) and free forms 
(other words can be used). The probler.1 :cs to describe th:i_s 
growing mastery of free forms. Many exper'Lmen'cers and 
theorists in the areas of psychology and L'_n.guis'cics express 
the view 'Ghat the child does not memorize each verbal pat-
tern that he is exposed to, since this would involve a 
lifetime before basic mastery is achievec'. Instead, it 
seems reasonable to suppose that he memorizes a set o•' rules 
or categories of grammatical classification which alloHs him 
to generate not only the examples he has hearc'i., but also 
other possible examples. In point of fact_, most CX>}eri-
menters have noted that the child ach:Leves thj_s basj_c mastery 
lJ~.t the age of six or seven in most instances. 
This being the case, it seems necessar;; to stuc'.y the 
ch:tld 1 s grammar as a structural whole rati1er th2,n by simply 
noting the presence or absence of parts of speech or errors 
in foros of verbs and nouns, etc. Chomsk-.: ~1as formula tee'. 
a technique for describing the rules or categorj_es from whicn 
the child may generate the sentences in his la-c1guage. It 
encompasses previously compartmentalized measures by allNiing 
a sequential description of 1) the underlyi:1g structure of 
each sentence, 2) the structural changes necessary to derive 
other sentences from this basic sentence ar:d 3) the morpho-
logical changes wi1ich occur because of the prev~cous sequences. 
lotto Jesperson, Growti1 and Structure of the Englis:1 
Lam;uage, (New York: Appleton, 1923), p. lUO. 
(7) 
In this way the child's grammar can be described as a 
structural whole rather than in segl:'.ents. Chomsky's model 
of syntactic structures has not as yet been used to de-
scribe the grammar of children. The present study wc.s under-
taken to explore the e ffic2cy of Chomslcy' s mo(eJ_ for such 
a descrj_ption. 
Scope 
Nest experimenters have found thc:t the stage at which 
the syntax of the child's language undergoes the most evi-
dent structural changes is from about age t11I'ec to se,ren. 
For this reason, the t;w groups >vhicl< represent both enc1s 
of this age range (nursery school and first grade) were 
chosen for the study. ']'he age range of the nursery cc;'l.col 
group was from three years, one month to c~our years, four 
months; and the s.ge range of the first ;rade ;roup was from 
five years, eleven months to seven years, one rr,onth. 
CHAPTE..'t II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In recent years there has been an increasing interest 
in coordinating the efforts of people j_n va.:r~~ous ~:lisciplines 
for the study of tlte language process. Ir a mo,-,or:;raph en-
titled Psyc:101 ingui.stics: A Survey of' I'heory ar:d Resea'"Ch 
Problems, 1 Joh~1 Gardner states that there has been a renewed 
interest in language amongst descr)_ptive Ll.nguLsts, commu.-
nication engineers, psychologists, phys).oloc).sts, ar-.t:1ro-
pologists J philosophers and others. A tasJc wh:tch seems 
most vital to all workers in the field is to discover in 
what respects var:.ous points of view can be brought into a 
common conceptual framework. 
Language Learning: TheoF.f and Research 
The early studies of the psycholocict::; v.ere concerneC::. 
chiefly ~lith the acquisition of vocabulary ancJ. Here based 
on rather casual observation of isolated cases. An excep-
tion to this vms P:taget' s approach to the stuC::y of languace 
. I '1 ' 2 ln c 1J. oren. He recordeC', in great detaj_l, tl1e language 
lcharles E. Osgood, (Ed.), "Psycholingu:_st~_cs: A Survey 
of Theory and Research Problems,'' Supplement to the Journal 
of Abnormal and Social Psychology, IV, ( 1954), p. ii. 
2Jean Piaget, Language and Thought of the Child, (New 
Yor!c: Harcourt Brace, 1926) . 
(8) 
(9) 
of several children in different r;lay and school room situa-
tions. The relationship of thought and the grammatical 
forms of language was explored. lie stated that by t:1e age 
of three there are two planes of reality fol' the ch:'_l:i -
the imagined anC. the rec.l. The necessar:r apparatus ~t~or the 
beginn:Lngs of formulated reasoning starts 'co be :'ncor:,:>orate:i 
in the child's language. series of transformations_, 
indicating to pj_aget an act of conscious real:Lzation, there 
is no lo~1ger mere observation of the world g:l.ven i:J. percep-
tion. A system of categorization 1.s evolved_. not as a re-
sult of reiterated associations w':1ich have become -~-nseparable, 
but because of some defect ln adaptatJ.on. The chi1ci. has 
needs which he tenC:s to satisfy when he speaks, aPci i1:~s len-
guase is a reflection of h~~s growing capac:•:Gy to man5 .. pulate 
his perception of the world. 
The learning of languat;e :1as been cons:l.(ered as part o.f 
general human learning anc:. not as a spec~_a2. ~;:inc~ oX' learnir~g 
or a separate 1 learnin~ proceGs.~ 
exist :i_n the area of learning theory have attac!1ec ·chemselves 
to the learning of lo.ngu_age. These cor~trc·versies have been 
classified under the headir;.ss of stlraulus-response theories 
anci cogn:l_tive theories. P~.aget' s theory can be consi(ered 
a cogn:tt:~ve theory. 
In adc",i tj_on, controversies exj_st v1j_th:!.n these areas. 
1 c1arence Simon, nThe DevelolJment of Speech", :;_n 
r;.'ravis, L. E., (Ed.), £:andbook of Speech Patholog;', (liew 
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1957), p. 3. 
(10) 
Thus., two stlmulus-response theorlsts offer O.:Cffer:Cnc; explana-
ti.ons for the learn:l.ng of lan3uase. 
pressed the view that language learni·.".g car. be stuc::~_ec' by 
•·r~t'101.1t an' 2) a·1 'nst~rce o·" 'o· ol1a"~OY' n._ 1. _ .... u ~- . .L • d..~ .l -.... v _, ___ • For exo.r-r:.:)le, s~eech 
sour~·ds are emitted and reinforced as a~r;;r ct'.1er :J:~ ts of 
behJ..v5.cr. 
utterances l';lalcl..ng C.e:-.1anC.s or: the ~1eare:~ .s .. '1( J.J:'e reinforcec'. 
by the hearer. 
the l~earer is more setleral. 
learning: re::;>vr.~.se ( 2ct 
or thougl:t) ar~d. re:.Ll'"lforcement ( rewarC.) . 
of the cue-respo~se con~ection ~s the esseDce o~ learn~ng. 
On subsequer.t tria.ls a. res:.yo~1se that ho.0 bee-.;_ :~o=:..:av:cc~ b:,. 
response te~ds to be weakene~ ar~ ~ct to rea~pear. The learn_-
.L 31J.rr:1uS F.. s::::~.·-~:-;.l'ei .. ) Verbal :ae:1a vier) ( :i.-~-e"'.--~ :.:vr:-~: 
AppJ.eto::1-Ce"tur~' Cloo~ts, 1C:07), 3S"- 1-1- {,, 
2T ,., D 11 ~-~c; ~,, ··e·' 1 u Ou'!1 0 ~c..J... ..__._ a_,_.c_ U -----
therapy, (llew York: HcGraw 
( 11) 
The fact that fear and anxiety can be learned :'.n a 
' s:Lven situation has been proven experhnentally.-'- This has 
led to hypotheses about Jdle learnir..g of la~-::_t;uage ,5_isorCers 
as conditioned responses learned in a fear anC: ar.x:l.ety situa-
2 ? tion ' ..;. 
NcCarthy4 has hypothesized t:1a t the acquis:t tion of lan-
guage ma;;r be vie\l.;e.~. as a tv:o-folc'_ proce:::s. Early learning 
:ls the esto.blislment of s'ci~,lulus-respor:se assoc5~at::.ons anc~ 
later learn:i~ng (that :~s ~ the first r~;.eanir!c;f\ll utterances) 
ls accomplisll.eC by cogn1t:I.-,re processes. The poss~L~:l.lj~t:r 
that all learn:Lt;g ms.:,.,. be kinds of learn:i_ng an·:l that t~'lere 
:may be different aspects of k:tnCs of J.ea.r~:;_:i:!.:._::; !'Las been ex-
" pressed by Ej_lgarc>-'. Irl the course cf affj_rr:rLr:g this pos-
si b:Llity from a neurophysiologj_cal poj_nt of v:tew; r1Icrsan6 
quotes Lashley as say:i.ng that raemor:I factors :L1 the brain 
are localized_, but not in terms of a particular me:nvr:;--. Each 
factor ls involved in seveJ:>al kinds cf learr:.~~.110. 
lr<ary C Jones ''Cona", tl· on' 11c· o·~ C'•, 1 "re·o' ~ ""'"'ot · o·"s" 
·- • J ...L ...... G .!... ·'·--'-~'- ...:.. L Q .c.J.;~ ). l.l ' 
in Hurchison, C., (E<l.), :-Iandbook of Ch·l 10. Psycholo;:;y, 
(Worcester: ClarkU. Press, 193l),p.7/. 
2Joseph Sheehan and Robert Voas, "S'c,.<ttering as Con-
fl5.ct", Journal of Speech anC: Hearing Dlsorders, XXII, 
(1957), 714-723. 
3George Wischner., "Stuttering Behav',or and Learning", 
Journal of Speec£1 and ~rearing Disorders, XV, ( 1950), 324-335. 
4Dorothea lllcCarthy, "Research in Language Development: 
Retrospect and Prospect", l!!onograph of the Soc·1 ety for 
Research in Child Development, XXIV, (1959), 3-24. 
5Ernest R. Hilgard, Theories of Learning_, (l!ew Yor~:: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1956), Chapter '/J.V, 'fS"l- 'f 'JO 
6Cllfford T. Horgan, "The Psychophysiology of Learning", 
in Stevens, S. S., (Ed.), Handbook of Exper'c:nental Psychol-
~' (Nevl York: Wiley, 1951).. p. 758. 
(12) 
Rheingold. et al1 have produce6 s:Lgnifica::;tly creater 
mean vocalization rates in infants using sm:Lling, clucking 
and lightly touching the abdomen as reinforcers. The::;e are 
termed adult social responses. There ha •re been very sys-
tematic studies of ti1e acquisition of phonemes :~_n t~1e ~-nfant 
a:.-:td young child2, 3, 4' 5. These stud:"ces are descrj_pti ve 
in nature an6 do not represent any particular lear;-,ix,s; 
theory point of vievl. 
One of tl1e first studies of grarjnna-'cica1 develoJme!lt 
grew out of Piag.et' s wor:(. 1--icCarthy' s cl&.ss:Lc experiment 
c 
in. 1930° ~;as the first of' a series of stuc.~:·_es which cate-
gorized the grarr.r,;a t:tcal structure of sentences in ch:tlC:.ren 1 s 
language. !-ier in::. tial descriptive catec;oriza t:Lons ;1a ve 
been used with only slight variations ::_n enj;jhas~s. Anastasi 
and D'Angelo's stuG.y j_r;. 1952_. Eahn' s st1.1.d~r ::_n 19'fG and 
~ 
others are reported :tn· I<IcCarthy' s review: . 
l :-Iarriet EL'1eingold et al, "Social Cond:t t:Lo•;_inc; of 
Vocalizations :tn the Infant", Journal of Comparative and 
Physiological Psychology, LII, (1959), G':l-73. 
2orvis c. Irwin, "::nfant Speeci-c". Journccl of Sueech 
D-isorders, XI, (19~-6), 177-180. 
3rtid_, XII_, (l9h7)_, 173-176_, 22'!-2:~·('. 
4Ib:l.d_, Journal of Speech and Hea:..,~ ~1~::; iX_scrders _. XIII, 
(1943), 31-34, 224-226. 
6Dorothea HcCarthy, LangUaGe De7elOf>.Hollt of: 'c:O.e Pre-
school Child, (l-'inneapolis: U. of Kim1esota Press, 1930). 
7HcCarthy, "La:1gua::;e Develop1nent ~.:l ChilC:re::1'., 105!r, 
-5"~..2 - 5'(- ~-
(13) 
Tenpl:tn' s stucyl explorec' the correlat:i_on o£' arti_culatton, 
sounc~ G:i_scrim~~-nation, verbalization a:-ld "'v""OC3.1Julary Gl:ills 
::.n the yo1111g ch~ld. All these stuC.:!.es 'lJ_sG0 t~J.e foJ.lov;-:i_r:.g 
class5.fica.tions to C.escPib2 ser:te1:.ces: 
sentences ~·;j_th age. Simple sentences w:;_t!.1o~1t yhrJ.scs s~1o~-r 
an initial increase until the latte~ part o~ t~e pre-school 
of sentence structure appear. 
In sone instances there has been an c:::'"'::.'""'ort to relate 
theor·y anC. researcl1. to an integrate(. concept of the ner~J·ous 
system, cos;nit~Lve f'unct:tons ane la"(lgua:;e product:~_ot.t. 
We cast the world ~'Lnto the mol6 o:f OL-';.r percep-
tj_ons. The fact that the world I cor-.::;trCJ.c'c :1.;:; so 
much lj_ke the world you construct :7.s ev:'.C:ence o" 
the similar5.ty of our nervous syste:·.1s J some thin::; 
which any phys:tolog:lst could derr:onstrc:..te fvr ~~o·:. 
nore directl~l· We all of us perce::_,,re tl;.e vrorlc: 
in terms of space c:.nd t:.me. An i:-'.!.teres'c~_E:3 q~~es­
tion is how inevitably l'le are fo:r·ceC. to th:ts per-
ception by the conu'llon properties of ov.r :1ervc-~-13 
systems) or to what extent it ~:..s a5ve:1t:lt:I_o,..:ts., 
depending on universal features =~n ec..rJ.::- e:-c.per:~­
ence and in particular on necessities 1nci_dent to 
the ~oe of language. 
1 TempHn, 1S'57, 1.11- t-Il. 
2Percy it/. Bridgman.. "r.rhe 'I'as~\: Be!"'ore Us' . Proceedln~s 
of the Amerj_can Acaden' of Arts and Sciences, LXXXIII. 
195 ~ ' p. 10-~. 
(14) 
Penfield1 , hypothesizing about t:1e role of the nervous 
system in language learning, states that j_r man there :ts a 
specialized capacity for learning lans;uage. As t:L~e passes 
there is formed within the brain the gangl:tonic eq,.livalei.~t 
of a concept. Through experience tl::le inter-::>elationship of 
the tv.;o ts re~.nforced. When one speaks or ~·rr:l tes _. tl~er"e ::.s 
a selection of concepts vlhich then awalcen :~n~15_v:L.-:ual were. 
patterns, (an acquireC: automatic reflex act~_on) ai'd final 1_y 
articulation (motor actj_on) takes place. ·:;'o receive or 
perceive) the proceC.u1,e :l.s reverse0.. Penfleld c:l.tes t~-le 
results of exploration and surgery v;iti": several of 215.s 
pat:ients as evidence of the validity of ~'lJ.c hY:t}ot:1es:Ls. 
Niller2 explores the possibility of ccn-.:or perceptio'1 
as dependent on cornr.1on properties of t;1e nervous syste:n 
and on the particular necessities incident to the use of 
language. He proposes in his discussion of speech a~C lan.-
guage that since the central nervous system j_s limited in 
its capacity to collect, collate and pass on instruction to 
the speech mechanism, there are syntact:tc or co:-:ttex'cua1 
patterns vlithin a given language wh:lch He use to obtain in-
formation. VTe cannot co;.-,pletely pre(~ct "illlat 3. speaker ls 
going to say. However, there are structc:ral res'~rlc'c:,_ons 
1Wilcier PenfJ_eld and Lamar Robert::;, S-oeech and 3rain 
liechanisms, (Princeton: Princeton U. Press, 1959), p. 235. 
2George A. llliller, "Speech and LanguJ.ge", :Ln 
Stevens, S. S. (Ed.), Handbook of Experimental Psycl1ology, 
(New Yorlc: Wiley, 1951), p. 789. 
(15) 
on the possible sequence of sounds_, words and parts of 
speech. These restrictions help us to perceive and produce 
language. Hiller quotes Lashley: 
I have devoted so much time to discussion of 
the problem of syntax not only because language 
is one of the most important products of human 
cerebral action, but also because the problems 
raised by the organization of language seem to 
me to be characteristic of almost all other cer-
ebral activity. There is a series of hierarchies 
of organization, the order of vocal mover,~ents in 
pronouncing the worcis, the order of words :1.n the 
sentence, the orcer of sentences in the para-
r;raph, the rational order of paragraphs in a dis-
course. 1~ot only speech, but all skilled acts 
seem to involve the same problems of serial 
ordering.l 
Miller2 has studied the relationship of contextuaJ_ ;Jatterns 
and recall of mear_::tnsful material_, and other pertir.e~Jt 
studies are c:Lted by h~:.n j_n the Eandbool::: of Experimental 
Psycholor;y3. 
In the :tntroCuctoi"Y chapter of A Stu6.~' Jr Thin,:incL-r, 
an hypothesis about t!.1e process for stor:'.n::; :~nformation in 
t-he nervous s:rstem (learning) is discussed_. S:l.nce the 
laeorge A. HUler, Eugene Gallanter, anc: Karl Pr:cbram, 
Plans and the Structure of Behavior, (New Yorlc:: Henry 
~olt, 1960), p. 154. 
2George A. Miller an6. Jean Selfr~Ldge .• "Verbal Context 
and the Recall of Neaningful Naterial", American Journal 
of Psychology, LXIII, (1950), 176-185. 
3!1Iiller, "Speech and Language", 1951, 8o-o- 810. 
4Jerome 3runer, Jacqueline Goodnow and George Austin, 
11 Study of Thinking, (New York: Wiley, 1956), p. 1. 
(16) 
nervous system's potential for discrimi:r..ation exceec~s enor-
mously the capacity for discrimination, the resolution of 
this paradox is hypothesized as being the ability of tl'le 
organism to categorize. This is a reiteration of Piac;et's 
theory, but with the nervous system novl taken~ L1to considera-
tion. Categorization, or the capacity to respond to stimctlj~ 
in terms of class membershi_p cuts down the inf:lnitel:; ~is-
criminable stimuli. l~evr categories are formed by codj_nc 
and recoding processes wh:<_ch take place as a result of past 
and present experience. ·rhey are fcrmed because of' the 
pred:tctive benefits that result from the v.se of t'1ese in-
vented ca. tegories. Concept formation :ls t ~-1e f:Lrst ctep :!..n 
learni_ng to categorize. Concept attainraent :<_s find:~ne; pre-
dictive de:C'5.nin6 attrlbutes that distincuis:1 exer.:plars from 
non-exemplars of the class one seel:s to d::_ser:tm5..nate. One 
categorizes to 1) redt:.ce the complcx~.t:-:7 of the envj_ronraent~ 
2) identify objects :tn the world, 3) reduce the necess:i.ty 
of co:1stant learnincs, 4) provide directicn for instr~~lmento.l 
activity, 5) orr_::er and relate classes o:Z' evcnt0 be;:ro:Jd their 
supel'Ordinate and causal relationships and 6) create nev; 
cate::;orles (for example, hypotl'leses in problem sol vin.g). 
Eow the process of catecorizat:i_o~ r:1a::_.~ operate =~-n lan-
s;uage learning j_s discussed by Brov1n ::..n :1j_3 c:1apter '·Lan-
_guage and Categories 111 • Ee states that speecl1 pre;vides a 
1 Roe:;er 3rown, "Laegua::;e and 
.::e:.;t::_:a::;l::;, A Study of Thinking, ( I:ew 
C t ~ c• •o' ~ 11 -1 '" '-r ,. .,., "' :S a e0 o ... _L • ....,s :; -···- .::...;> t:~ne_, u. • , 
"CJI'l.r• T,r-; ~, ey 1 05(J~ ) p 247 
·'· -'-• ,w __ ...._ ' -'--~ ' • • 
(17) 
first level categorization of' all social reality j_n terms of 
a smaller number of attributes. It has 'been sugzester:J_ that 
langua;;e acquisition ::1-tself is a content oelec'cion strategy 
to maximize inf'ormat:.Lon_. decrease coGn:~_t:~_ ve stra:i_n_ an G. regu-
late risk. The categories of speech; nan:el:;:- t:1e j_J~_J.onG!-r:.e and 
n1eanlngful utterances (the r~1orpheme aJ.1d pa~_-.ts of SJ.Jeecll) J 
are discussed. in terms of the attrib1J.tes ~v~·1:Lch dJ.st:i_n;;u:.!..sh 
the acceptable from the non-acceptable ~nstances of each 
?::.,.,ov.n: concl tldes · 
by stat:i_ng_, !: ••• those of us who plo.;.r (lear:--:_ to speed:) ~-:no~:.: 
more rules than J.n;rone has J-'et formul:;,te.:.::. ar_'( -;·.;-e JtJ.dsc the 
rc1les. a1 
ability t8 lG.ent:t0"' iro.stances of a cateGor;I ::_s rev:i_evrec1 
theor9tical fran:ewor~;:. Aft8r present:tns; non-exi::;tent vrorGs 
as l..,oots_, she founc~ ti1o.t most pre-schoc<: .. cl..,D ':~.a.C alreaC::,:·-
learned certain 1~1orpholo;:;ical rules (for ex.J.2·,:.p1e ~ t::'.8 :_J.:.;.st 
f'urr11S of 'lerbs an~. the plural forms o:' r.onns) ~ That 5 .. S; 
, 
.. Libid. _. p • 303 • 
2r'o-· r1 -, 21'7. ~ ) 1-J• T 
3Jean Eerl::o J 11 The Ch)_lC:' s Lear:1·;__n-, o :': E~1::;lislJ. I:ci'-
p:1olo:.;~"," Word, XIV. ( 1958), 1_50-1'~2. 
(13) 
Goodslass and 3er~col extended Ber).{o' s or:lt;~.nal wor:: to a 
:--::er·-o2 ~tur'l"er~ t'·1e ch·'il0t"' ut·ll·:ry,...,J--:o·o o.r L,_~--·.·e -~ ... .:) u ,.....,. o ~J. •• _j_ .. o ---...c...w<..l.v __ .,,~ ~-
parts-of-specci1. 
"0 
sequence. Leopold' s.J worl: is an excellent ex&r,<ple o:f' this 
procedure. Nost of these stu,~_ies are l=L·J:ttc~::. to one or tHo 
childrer~. 
has stated that there does :tot seer;J to be a~1:r relut2.o:1sh:i_p 
bett-.feen the bc.bblin~ of young infants a.r'!_-::,_ la1--;,sua.;e acqu~_s:i-
l:~ar::-lr:?~ Goo·:~ .. c;lass 2.:.1c: 
Inflcct:~onal I-'Iorp~-:ology ~.:1 
an G. Eear:i.ng Research~ III, 
Jean 2er!-;::u, rrA_:;J:·a.:~:.Tl-~·::;~_En:: 3.!_'~~ 
En..-.~1~~1,1: .T 0 1, 1_.,.,....,::;, ,,-;- :-!·J,-:-:..oc~• ,. o ....... _.,...!..,. :; ....,. '...1.~ "'-'--"~ -- ~ ---- ~ ... 
(1960), 257-2c7. 
2Roger ~Jrown an C. Jean :Jcr~·:o ~ Worr:= Acq1~l~.s=~ t:i_o:~ a:'"ld t>c 
Ac u·Ts:Ltion of Gratm1ar_. (I~~assachusetts I;!st:~_t'~1te of Tech-
nology: J,limeo::;raphe6 . 
-:> 
.J1Af. F. Leopold_, S-oeech :'Jevelo ·:::.er;.t of o. ~~LJ ·i n:-::~_lal 
Chi 1 ri: Evanston: lTorth't-'lestern U. Press, 1:737 -l:J ~-S _. 
Vols. I-IV. 
u.nd A lle .. c·er:lei ne) 
(19) 
The pho11emes appear in more or less raY"ldon :;eq'~:ence. :;e 
suggests that there is a real dichotom:I 1Jet~~reen th~_s earl:;,r 
stage of sound production anG. the later stace of neal"i.ne;ful 
sounc5. product:'on. 
r~Tost linguj_sts hc.ve concerneC: t~1er;1selyes w::.tl·1 .:1escr~_b-
in.g aC.ul t lan;uo.:;;e and analyzj_ng the struc·S~;._re of tll~.s la.,~--
su.age in terns of systematj_callJ'"" :tnterrelated 1J.n:Lts. Of 
late there has beer1 i:-:.creasing interest ~-n the lan~,..--:a6e 
=.ear~ing process. In the monograph Psyc:1olin;;;u:=-stic;:;: A 
Survey of Theory ancJ He search ProbleG:.s, a sect lor~ ccec:ls 
with the topic of' firt language learn~l::-1;. In :~t_; a.ttcnt~on 
a general theoret~_cal moO:el is descr:cbeci. o. poss:'ble exper:t-
mental analogue is suggested~ and '"lJ.ri0'0.3 l"esearch proble1~1s 
are discussed. "I'h:;_s sect:~on attempts to apply learning 
theory to the development of language beha v~:_or. T~1e major 
concert:. will be w:i_ th modifications produce;:~ bj'" the actions 
of ~ersons in et given language-speaki?"..g c~.1l ture :..n sett:__ng 
1 
up r.1occels of verbal behav:Lor .... "~. is to th~s problem 
of formulatj"ng and descr:Lbing models of verbal Dehav~_or 
tho..t li_nguists have recently addressee: thenselves. Or).e 
aspect of' this behavior is the acquis".tio:'l of syntact·Lc 
structures. 
(20) 
t·l. Halle1 ciscusses some of the proble1:1s of speech com-
munication which are of interest to the ling'xist. One of 
these problems is the ability of the spea'{er to perfor1;1 tranc-
formations upon sentences. 
Thus, for :i_nstance, given a simple c:e<:!ls.rat::.ve 
sentence there is a standard way o:l coYJverting it 
into a ... question; or given an active sentence 
there :ls a standarC. way fur converting i_t ir:to a 
passive ... Lingu:Lsts •.. have been 'cee'11y inter-
ested in such probler.:s. The stanc:ard :;rammars of 
the d:tfferent languasGs always try to ~:_o some-
thing towards solving such probler,;s. U;ofortun-
ately the standard grammars fail to be cons~_stent 
or to make clear the basis on wh:tch t:1ey O;:Jera te. 2 
Halle outlines Choms!cy' s descr:tpti ve anal;,"sis of syn-
tactic structures and then proceeds to exaMine the relat:Lor~.-
sh:lp of these rules of a grammar and the actual soc1nc:s which 
are produced in s;>eak:tng. ~Ie states: 
In every science the choice of a descriptive 
framework is an extremely important matter. It 
is usually not enough that descript~co:' reflect 
the physical facts to a sufficient degree of pre-
c:'_sion. We would like to describe these= facts in 
such a way as to open up the poss:L:Qi_J.-t'c:I o:c" say-
ing other things of interest, too.5 
LL Lees · in his monocrap~ d~scusses tl1e soal of linguistic 
:L'"'e3eo.rch. Ee states that the r.1ost restri.cteG_ goal acceptable 
to such research ~._s an_ exact and rigorctJ.:31J f'oJ:'~,1ulc..tec: 
characterization of the grarmnatical sen_tence3 cf sor,le languc.c~e. 
lrvlorris Valle_, '1Q.uestlons of Lint;u=!.ct~ cs J SuDpler.~er!t 
to Nuovo Cimento, XIII, (1~5o), p. 3. 
2Ibid., !"· .3. 
3Ibic1., p. 10. 
4n. B. Lees, 11 The Grar:11nar of English l'Tominal:i.zs.tions ';: 
.::Ic:_n:,:t::.:e;:.;r;:..:.:n:::ac;t:.:i::o::_n=a:::l:_.:J::.:o::_u=r.:.n~a::l::_.::Oc::f':_.:Am=' e=r..::i:..:c::.:a:::;n:::_.:::L:.::i:.:ll..:,i:,"'''::::cl.:.::'-.:::s:..:t:.:::::.' c=s , XXVI , ( 1? 6 0) , 
p. il. 
( 21) 
This characterization or description cons:;sts of a set of 
rules from which sentences rna~{ be constr"'J.cte~5. w:;.ic;! r!E .. ::' never 
have been uttered bef-Jre. The part:!~C 1)lar area of (;rammar 
studied j_n Lees r worl:: is 3. set of l"'Ules 'b:,r r::ears o:C' -:,{:·:.:~cr r.e~I 
nouns can be create,::. Lees reviews tl1e traC.:~_tl.onal l~_n-
guist:!_c vievJ· of SlJ.ch forms. 
The l:!..~:10u:Lst h3.s correctl~'" acc2p·Ce/~'- t~:e tVK' r.1a:!.P 
tasks o~ linguistic research as 1) to ~lv3 aralyses 
of sentences, and 2) to give criteria f\;~e t~1ese 
analyses. tovle'!er . . . b;{ analysis l1e : .. :~_suaJ.ly 
u:1.C.ersta.nC.s - cl~_ssect:l.on into simpl8 3.(:>:.~~-t:~_ve seg-
ments - an:.: b:t cr:i_teria he usuallJ :r~ea::.s - r·cc:~_pss 
for segn:enta tio:'1.1 
Lees proposes t:1at the centr.::.l lJrobler:: of 2-:.n:;::::·_stic sc:l.ence 
most ir.Jnediatel;I accessible and prom5.3~_:1g j_Jc5.~'t of (epo.r_,c:...:re 
;:'ur:ct:! .. c·~;. tc eYJ.umerate t '"e ,_·.·rd.' l .. ,,n,..,t·: cd.· • '""~~~-·-~ y,,.._ ...... ( ~e,...,~~e· ~c,...::.~ 1 ~- 0 u ... .:.o. -~ ..._ U'-·---~--;:.,..:. ....., --" - '-''-'I 
sone or:.e langu<i;e. 
l)~_r:.::; class:tf~i.catior:. vr:i_thout useful cl-3.::. ... ~-.L~ca..t::.on. 
J.r'o1 " p x;;x,-
--=::...:.=. • , • I • 
Syntact:~c Structures, p. 49. 
(22) 
that new and important insight can be gained ::.nto the for1~al 
structure of the language b:,.,.. 1) li.::1~.ttns the -::escr~_pt:to~.--. ::::: 
terms of pl1r.:1se structure to a kernel of bas::_c zer/ce:.1ce~ a.:1C 
":Jy c:. process ter~ned tr:J.nsformatio!l. 
but also ether 1~-~-;:e ;:;er:tcnces. 
Chor:_s::y states: 
_ oweV3l"'. s~_nce t:1e ( tradi t:l.o~.J.~l) :=;rZJ.r::.:-:l.J.r ~-t381 f 
Goes not express the £'und.a.:nento.l 1r:Cc:::-1:r::.-~:::; regu-
lar::_t:T_es of the lanGua3e, it .3::.ves r-:ut o~·~l~/ a .. ~lery 
i~:coLJ.plete_, but a1so a rather false l_J:tct~_::e cf t:1e 
language that it treats_, attr::.b'L~t~i-~::~; to ::.t f'ar too 
' large an element of ~-rregulari ty an::'. ca.pr::_ce. -' 
to a categor:i.za.tj_o:::~ theor:r of learnin.c;. 
for generat5_i;_,; possible sentences :Ln. a llill3Ua:::;e are the 
c0. tegol'}_es of grarm:1a t:~ca.l stru.cture :Ln t::-:e lc.. ngu~se ( -'cll.e 
negative sentence) the 1rnpere.ti'te sentc~J_ce: etc.). 
L:,rpothes:..zed that the attributes of a ,:=;i>.rer ca.tegor:.r c..re 
menorlzed and the ch:·~ld c&n then pro:5.uce ncnJ -·r:stances of 
the cate(:';ory. 
lchomsky, EXj;?lanatory Eodels ... , p. 2. 
(23) 
languase of the ch:Ucren :tn the exper~nental i:)Cpula'c:con, 
one may ident:lfy the srar.nnatical categories of the:l.r Ia~1-
gu.age_, determine w1-;j_c21 categor:les are ~J.sed :;:0re consistently 
than others and which catesories are acq'-l.ired at an carl~_er 
or later age. 
CI:.I';.PTER III 
TECITIQUE AIJD PROCEDURES 
Description of Syntactic Anal;rsis Tecl·1n:Lque 
As discussed in the j~ntroduct~_on_, ti1e Chor;:sky r11odel 
considers the .gramme.r as having a trj_part:U:;;e st~uctu?.:e; 
namely a phrase structL"!.re level! n transforLat::.o~:-: le,.,rel and 
a morpholog~r level. E9.ch of the tl'n"ee le:"i.~els of t::~c t;ro.m::~la.r 
~.1as a sequence of rules which e;enerate tlJ.e sei.'"ltcr)_ccs \'r7_thi:1 
the level. Ini tiall;r, siuple-act:!. ve-dec2.ara'c].ve sen.tences 
are der5.ved at tl1e level of phrase str~J.cture. Ch(x::s1c,-yr calls 
these sentences terr.1in3.l str~~-nss and t~:l.e:,r fo:::-'rJ t1.'1e basj_s for 
all other sentences. The more contplez: sentcr:ce;; are furnlJ.-
lated by the sequel:!ce of rules at the sccon0 level of the 
c;ra1rm1ar; which ChonJ.S~Q! ~las termed trans forr.:at:~ or:al rl)_les. 
The transformational rules are of two lcinds: optional and 
obligatory. The optional rules are ciwsen by tile :::;pe.o:::zer. 
He can choose to .formulate a positj_ve sentence, a nesati.ve 
sentence, an imperative sentence, etc. Once havin;:; c21osen 
a form, there is a set of obligatory rules which must be foJ-
lowed -'co proC~uce sentences which will be accepted b~' the 
1:.stener as grammatical4 The transformat:~-Ol'"'l_al rules carr~r 
str:!.r.gs with phrase structure into !"levi s'cr::ngs to vt11ch the 
rules at the third level ca:-1 apply. At the t!1irC level of 
(24) 
(25) 
the grammar there is a sequence of morp!1ophonemic or inflec-
tional rules from which the actual souncs of speech are de-
rived. Chomsk-y's model describes these rules at each le•rel, 
a:1d tries to explain how a gral!Lrnar is proc>1eed on t:1e basj_s 
of these rules. 
A simplified diagram of the ordering of this seq'.1e·1ce 
of rules is presentee ir~ Figure 1. 
In-
;Jut 
1 I I 
hrase!. ~Opt:tonall 
true-' Rules ·:rrans- 1 
ture ! forms. I 
. . I 
1---~ 
I I ·Oblic-ator'~ 
._, "I 
Rules Trancforr.lsl 
Figure 1 
I 
r..-:orphoJ:\. 
Rules~ ogy.. !• Out-(So·cmd): put ) 
i ' 
Simplified Diagram of Ordering of Sequence of Hules 
The following are some examples of t}-lC tec~·1niq1J.e use.:;_ 
to describe phrase structure rules, transforr:Jational rules 
and morphological r'J.les; and the sentences derivecc from each 
set of rules. These examples serve to :Lllustrate the methou 
used to describe the grar.~'llar of tl1e cl1~.lc'ren j;1 the sample 
population. 
( 26) 
Phrase Stru.cture 
At the phrase structure level] ti.:e rlLlcn a.re all of the 
SJlmbol cD..n be replace C. j_n o.. s~7_ngle r')_::!_e J.::--:C. that :x: :~.3 not ::-. 
r.rhe follow:l.ng : .. s a part::..al l:~sting of t~_le r,_:les: 
X 
Sentence 
;roun phrase 
~ I!oun phrase + Verb phrase + (Adver-
bial phrase) 
__, (Article) + lloun + ( PreposH:l.onal 
phrase) 
-~ '"er'o + (l''o,,n ,,~~,-:.---coe' 
-, " \ '-"--- 1--'··"-'- 0.~..> I 
.- Adverb 
- Prepositio·~.al p;u"ase 
Verb phrase 
Adverb!al phrase 
Adverbj.al phrase 
Preposltional phrase 
Article 
..__.,. Preposi tio:_J. + :,;o,J.n :J:1r&se 
~ tl1e:~ an:~ a 
}Toun __,man, ball, etc. 
Verb - hit, etc. 
Prepos:t tion ___,. of_, for~ :~-~-; 8tc. 
·ro 0.er:L ve the particular sente:1ce 
the follow53l;3 rules are 11ser2: 
Sente;1ce 
r·olJ.~1 pllr&se + 7erJ l)~lra.se 
Artic2.e + :·Toun + Ver~) lJl--J.rasc 
Article + Noun + Verb + :Toun phrase 
Artj.cle + I:oun + Verb + Article + :Tou-:1 
The + Nou:-l + Verb + Article + Noun 
The + man + Verb + Article + Noun 
'J:'he + man + :1it + Article + lToun 
·rhe + man + hit + t~:e + 1\Toun 
rrhe + man + h:!_t + tile + ball 
:_l_:Lt b:.l~ ll J 
Ceri veG. ~ rrhis is in 1Ceep:tng vri th t~1e fact th3. t ~"'co :!-a~:.;ua[;e 
places a:1 upper l:1_mj_t 0:.1 tl;,e length of seLte:-:ces: al tl1ough all 
actual sentences are f~nite. 
As soon as an~r sente:,_1CGS are in'lest~~gateC:. ;•lJ_liC~l ~o De-
~rond the simplest t;,:-De~ tha'c is, ~v:1ere the order of the 
-. . 
( 27) 
s;y-r.1bols j_s changed or more syHbo2.z are 3.dG.ec5., phrase struc-
ture analys:ts leads to amb:tguities anS. cor11plicatj~o:1s. In &n 
attempt to def:tne sorr~e orC.er amo:J.gst the rules that p:...,o(uce 
t;1ese r,10re complex sentencez, many more r,_,les w1st be stated; 
and these rules o:fte!.l. coilf·use rather tha::J_ c1arj_f~l the pl.,ocesses 
invol vecc. 1 It is for tl,is reason that a tl"ans.f'ornatioD pro-
cedure is undertaken. 3y transformatj_o~:.al rule3~ the orC.er 
of the symbols car.1:E changed and aC.d:Lt:Lor;_o.l symbols adLeC:~. 
The follovr:ng are examples of some simple tJ.."ansfor:mat:i_oral 
rules wllich are der:i_ ved from the SiliSle 1:ec.>:1cl sentence "The 
ma:1 hits the balls." 
From phrase structure) v1here persor __ , l!lli11ber and ter:se 
are chosen, we der1ve the following form: 
Sentence 
Noun phrase + Verb phrase 
Article Noun Verb + present 
The man hit + present 
Article 
the 
:~our: + plural 
ball + plural 
If we replace each symbol in this sample sentence with 
a number :J transformat:to~s can be deri veG. ir! the follow::.ng 
manner: 
'rransformati ons 
1. Affirmation 
The man do llit + prese:'1'G the ball + plural 
, 2 3 4 + 5 6 7 + 0 ~ 
The man C:o + present hit the ball + plu:."~al 
1 2 ., + 5 4 6 7 + 0 ..) 
l,.,•t10"1S 1 ~' v. ll J:\..~ :J Syntactic Structures, p. 4'3. 
( 23) 
2. Question 
The man do + present hit the ball + plural 
1 2 3 + 5 4 6 7 + Q u 
Do + present the rr..an hit the ball + plural 
3 + 5 1 2 lf 6 7 + 0 
3. ;-Jegative 
Do + present the man hit tl'le ball + plural 
3 "' 1 2 4 
~ C7 + 0 + ~ G I 
Do + present not tl1e Tnal'l hit the oall + plural 
-::> 
"" 
5 0 1 2 !_f 6 '7 + 8 ..) 
-- ' 
4. Contraction 
Do + present not the man hit the ball + plural 
3 + 5 9 l 2 4 6 7 + ~ ..:l 
Do + present n't the man hit the ball + plural 
3 + h 9 1 2 4 6 7 + Q 
-' 
'' 
By one of the f:Lnal obligatory trans:'ormations~ the 
grammatical operators act upon the worc:s ~-n tl•e sentec:1ce. 
5. Affix 
Do + present n't the man hit the ball + plural 
3 + 5 0 1 2 4 r '7 + n 
--
0 
' 
t! 
Prese:1t + do n't the man hit the plm'al + ball 
5 + 3 0 l 2 4 6 -, + 7 
-' 
'J 
This still c~oes not derive the f'inal spo~cen sentencee 
At th5_s point the morpl1opho;1emic rules i.:1.USt be 
Jilorphophonemic Rules 
Third person singular present + hit ~ 
Third person singular present + do ___. 
Plural + ball ~ 
>.its 
does 
balls 
appli_ec:.. 
From the above rules, the follm~ing sentences are de-
rived: 
l. Affirmation 
The man does hlt the balls. 
(29) 
2. Question 
Does the man hit the balls? 
3. Negative 
Does not the r.1an hit the balls? 
4. Contraction 
Doesn't the man hit the balls? 
Generalized Transformations 
The following are some examples of generalized transforma-
tions. These are transformations derived from two l:ernel_. or 
basic, sentences. 
1. Infinitival Complement 
Sentence 1: I lH:e + present complement I 
1 2 + 3 4 + 5 
Sentence 2: I play + present baseball 
6 7 + 8 9 
Structural Chan~e 
I like + presen to 
1 2 + 3 to 
play + present baseball 
7 + 3 a 
B-.t Affix 
I present 
1 3 
+ lii<e to present + play baseball 
+ 2 to 8 + 7 9 
D; l•lorphophonem:Lc Rules 
I like to play baseball. 
2. Conjunction 
Sentence 1: The man hit + past 
l 2 3 + 4 
Sentence 2: Ee ljJce + past it 
8 9 + 10 11 
the ball + 
5 6 + 
Structural Change 
The man hit + past 
1 2 3 + 4 
the ball + singular 
5 6 + 7 
D; Affix 
singulal"'~ 
~, 
I 
and he l:i.l{e + past it 
and 8 9 + 10 11 
The man past + hit t:1e singular 
1 2 4 + 3 5 7 
+ ball anc" he past + li:{e it 
+ 6 an~ S 10 + 9 11 
% lvlorpholhonemic Rules 
T e man h t the ball and he liked it. 
(30) 
• 
Procedures 
Populatio~ 
The population was composed of 48 private nursery-
school children and 48 first-grade children.l All the first-
grade children included in the sample were nursery school 
graduates. The age range of the nursery-school group was from 
3 years, 1 month to 4 years, 4 months; and the age range of 
the first-grade group was from 5 years, 11 months to 7 years, 
1 month. The t-test was used to compare mean ages and intelli-
gence quotients. The mean ages are given in Table 1. 
TABU!: 1 
AGE 
Total Number Mean Age 
Boys Girls BOY.S Girls Group 
Nursery School 24 24 378 3? 3/8 First Grade 25 23 6/5 6 5 6/5 
As can be seen in the above table, there wa·s no sig-
nificant difference between the mean age of the boys and 
girls in either the nursery school or the first grade. 
The population did not include children with a physical 
disability which impaired speech, or those with intelligence 
quotients under 90, as measured by the Full Range Picture 
Vocabulary Test. 2 
~he private nursery schools vrere the Young Israel 
and Beacon Schools, and the first grade was in the Edith 
c. Baker School. All these schools are in Brookline, 
Massachusetts. 
2Robert B. Ammons and Helens. Ammons, Full Range 
Picture Vocabula§t, (Missoula Montana: Psychological Test 
Specialists, 195 • 
Nursery School 
First Grade 
All Males 
All Females 
(31) 
TABLE 2 
INTELLIGENC~ QUOTIE1~ 
N 
48 
48 
49 
47 
Mean I.Q. 
130.29 
131.96 
132.14 
130.06 
Standard 
Deviation 
11.19 
13.45 
ll.4g 
13.14 
Range 
106-16l 
ll0-162 
108-162 
106-161 
As indicated in Table 2, there was no significant dif-
ference between mean intelligence of nursery school children 
and first-grade children, or males and females. Intra-group 
analyses, comparing I.Q. of males and females within the 
nursery-school and first-grade levels showed no significant 
difference. 
Nursery School 
First Grade 
Total 
TABLE 3 
PARENTAL OCCUPATION 
Class I 
(Professional) 
Class II 
(Semi-prof. & 
Managerial) 
11 f23%~ 24 50  
35 36% 
Class III 
(Clerical, Skilled 
Trade, & Retail 
Business) 
10 f2l%~ 8 17% 
18 19% 
Parental occupations for all the children in both groups 
fell within the upper 24% range of a total population. 1 
Significantly more first grade children (.05 level) had 
parents in the Class II category. The figures are given 
in Table 3. The chi square technique was used for comparisons. 
linstitute of Child Welfare, The Minnesota Scale for 
Paternal Occupation, (Minneapolis: U. Of Minnesota Press, 
1950}. 
(32) 
Experimental Procedure 
Speech was tape recorded in three stimuli situations. 
The first situation was spontaneous speech responses to the 
projective test The Blacky Pictures.l The pictures were intro-
duced after the following statements: "Do you have a favorite 
story, or one that you like very much?" Then "Tell me just 
the beginning of the story." The introduction suggested in 
the manual was then used. All the plates except Plate 9 were 
included. 
The second situation was conversation with an adult 
(the experimenter) generated by the questions suggested in 
the test manual, and additional questions introduced by the 
experimenter. Not all the test questions were used; the 
questions were limited to those listed below: 
Plate 1 
Plate 2 
Plate 
4
3 
Plate 
Plate 
6
5 
Plate 
Plate 7 
Plate 8 
Plate 10 -
Plate 11 -
Questions 1 and 2 
Questions 1 and 4 
Questions 1 and 3 
plus "What do you like to eat?" 
Questions 1, 3, 4, and 5 
Questions 1 and 5 
Question 1 (of boy's questions) plus "What will 
Blacky do?" 
Question 1 plus "Do you have any toy animals?" 
and "How do you :p,lay with them?" 
Question 1 plus 'Do you have any brothers or 
sisters?" and "How do you play with them?" 
"Do you dream?" and "What do you dream about?" 
"What does your father do?", "What Cioes your 
mother do?" and "What would you l:;_ke to be when 
you grow up?" 
The third situation was group participation by role 
playing in a family setting. Each group was composed of 
three children (two boys and a girl or two girls an6 a boy). 
laerald S. Blum, The Blac Pictures: A for 
Ex loration of Personalit amics, Manual, 
Psyc ological Corporation, 1950 • 
(33) 
One child assumed the role of father, another the role of 
mother and the third child played the role of the child in 
the family. The children decided which role they wished to 
play. The situation was introduced in the following manner: 
"You are going to pretend that you are a family. I have 
some things here which will help you to pretend." The play 
objects were then handed out appropriately. They were a mix-
ture of real and play objects. Father rece:Lved a man's hat 
and wallet with play money and a toy shaving klt. lilother 
received a woman's hat an0_ purse with play money and a toy 
make-up kit. The child received a briefcase with pad, pen-
cils, eraser and ruler and a toy washing kit. The cnildren 
were then told, "Pretend that you've just gotten up :i.n the 
morning and you 1 re going to get ready for the day. " The ex-
perimenter did not participate unless a question was directly 
asked. The play situation was recorded for a period of 15 
minutes. 
In summary, speech was tape recorded in these three 
situations: spontaneous speech, conversation with an adult 
and conversation with peers in a play situation. The entire 
speech output of each child was recorded in a single day, 
and was transcribed on the same day. Those ch:;_ldren who pro-
duced less than fif>ty sentences were el:lm5.nated from the 
sample population. 
The breakdo~m of the number of sentences produced by 
various sub-groups of the population is presented in Table 4. 
(34) 
TABIE4 • 
NO. OF SENTENCES RECORDED ON TAPE 
N Mean Range Total 
Nursery School 48 82.90 50-123 3979 
First Grade 48 95.73 68-126 4595 
All Males 49 88.76 60-120 4349 
All Females 47 89.90 50-126 4225 
Above Mean I .Q.. 48 88.98 50-126 4291 
Below Mean I.Q,. 48 88.77 53-120 4283 
Using the t-test, it was round that the mean number 
or sentences produced by first grade children was sig-
nificantly more (.01 level) than that produced by nursery 
school. children. There was no significant difference in 
the mean number of sentences produced by males and females 
in nursery school and first grade or by all males and 
females of both groups. There was also no significant 
difference in the mean number of sentences produced by 
children above the mean I.Q.. and those below the mean I.Q.. 
in nursery school and first grade or by all these children 
in both groups. 
In addition to the above, the children were observed in 
their classrooms and written recordings were made of their 
speech. The classroom speech sample was not included in the 
s'epirate analysis or each child's language out put. It was 
analyzed as a group language sample for the nursery-school 
group and then for the first-grade group. This was done for 
the purpose of cross-validation; to determine if there were 
some syntactic structures which were used in the classroom 
situation and not in the other situations. The children were 
observed in each classroom for a period or two hours. There 
(35) 
were four nursery-school classrooms and three first-grade 
classrooms. 
The number of sentences recorded for the classroom 
groups and the average number of sentences per child in each 
group is presented in Table 5. 
TABLE 5 
NUMBER OF SENTENCES IN CLASSROOM GROUPS 
N Total No. Av. No. per Child 
Nursery School 48 750 15.63 
First Grade 48 259 5-39 
The much larger number of sentences obtained from the 
nursery-school classroom observations can be accounted for 
by the fact that the nursery-school classroom is largely 
informal and allows for spontaneous conversation. In the 
first-grade classroom, on the other hand, school-room pro-
tocol must be observed. 
Analysis of the Data 
The data obtained from each child we~ analyzed by using 
the Chomsky model of syntactic structures described above. 
A grammar was then written for both the nursery-school and 
first-grade children which incorporated the rules used at 
both age levels to generate the sentences in the total 
(36) 
language sample. This grammar includes a phrase structure 
analysis, a transformational analysis and a limited mor-
phological analysis pertaining to structures in wh:i.ch forms 
restricted to the children's grammar occur. 
A comparison of the rules used at the two age levels to 
generate sentences was then made. The rules compared were 
those found in children's and adult's grammar and those 
restricted to the children's grammar. The same comparison 
was made for boys and girls and for children below and above 
the mean measured intelligence in nursery-school and first 
grade and for all boys and g:trls and all children above and 
below the mean I.Q. The results of this analysis are given 
in the next chapter. 
In describing the grammar, the following symbols are used: 
* 
adj. 
adv. 
art. 
aux. 
comp. 
Ex: 
M 
MV 
N 
NP 
0 
Part. 
Perf. Part. 
Pl. 
Pre d. 
Prep. 
Pres. part. 
Pr. 
Q 
sc 
SD 
Sing. 
Forms restricted to the children's grammar 
Adjective 
Adverb 
Article 
Auxiliary verb 
Complement 
Example 
Modal 
Main verb 
Noun 
Noun phrase 
Zero 
Particle 
Perfect participle 
Plural 
Predicate 
Preposition 
Present participle 
Pronoun 
Question inflection 
Structural change 
Structural description 
Singular 
T 
Tr. 
v 
Vi 
VP 
VT 
/ 
(37) 
Tense (past or present) 
Transformation 
Verb 
Intransitive verb 
Verb phrase 
Transitive verb 
CHAPI'ER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A Children's Grammar 
Phrase Structure 
The syntactic structures described in the phrase struc-
ture analysis are the parts of speech used to derive the 
simple-active-declarative sentences in the children's lan-
guage sample. All the examples used in this analysis and 
in the analyses of transformation and morphological rules 
were taken from the children 1 s language sample. At the phrasl§ 
structure level of the grammar, all the children in the ex-
perimental population used all the structures found in 
children's and adults' grammar. Structures restricted to 
the children's grammar were used by varying numbers of the 
children. 
Syntactic Structure 
Sentence ~ NP + VP 
~ *0 + VP 
Person 
Number 
VP 
~ *NP + VP + NP 
-4 *NP + 0 
~ *NP + VP + VP 
-
lst, 2nd, 3rd 
---+ Singular, plural 
-~ Aux + VP1 
(38) 
Example 
My daddy helps me. 
Want it. 
She took it awa;,r the hat. 
The mormna '11. 
He'll might get in jail. 
... w:Ul bark 
(39) 
Syntactic Structure Example 
Aux. 
T 
v 
Adv. 
NP 
Pred. 
Adj. 
NP sing. 
NP pl. 
N 
VT 
~ Aux1 + (Aux2 ) 
----) T + (M) 
Any VP 
can 
----) a) be + 
~ b) have 
+ be 
pres. part. is going 
+ perf. part. . . . has done 
+pres. part.been there 
it ... has 
~past, present 
----)a) be + adv. loca-
tion+ adv. 
b) be + (pred.) 
+ adv. 
c) MV + aav. 
~ a) V + (NP) 
----)b) V + (pred.) 
~a) 
~ b) 
--4 c) 
be in context .• 
.. pred. 
VT in context .. 
.. NP 
VI in context .. 
.. 0 or adv. 
--? adv. location 
--? adv. time 
~ adv. manner 
-7 NP sing., NP pl. 
-~ a) HP sing. j_n con-
text 
is here always 
is a bad boy all the time 
Come quickly. 
sings a song 
is a doctor. 
is a housew:'.fe 
cooks the dinner 
cry - sadly 
here 
nuw 
quicJcl;y 
boy, boys 
NP s::.ng. aux. be Black:,' is a bad dog 
~ b) NP pl. :tn context 
:;p pl. aux. be They are n:i.ce people 
ab) very + adj. ver';)T bad 
) adv. manner + adj. truly blue 
~ Art. + N+ sing. the dog 
-7 Art. + N+ pl. the children 
-4 a~ N human man, I, you, she he 
--; b N concrete table, book 
---7 c N abstract it 
~ VTl, VT2 , etc. bake, pic!{, etc. 
(40) 
Syntactic Structure 
VT --+ VTA in context . 
. . . V +part. 
--+ VTa in context . 
. . • V + comp. 
Adv. time --+a) prep. phrase 
time 
b) adv. time 
Adv. loca-
tion ---+a) prep. phrase 
location 
b) adv. location 
Prep. phrase 
time --+ 
Prep. phrase 
prep. time + NP 
M 
Part. 
Art. 
location-} 
~ 
--+ 
~ 
prep1 + NP 
* 0 'f NP 
* prep + prep2 * prep~ + NP 
--+part. + V 
~* 0 
~ * part. +part. 
--+ The or *0 in con-
text N + sing 
--+ A or *0 in con-
text N -i- sing 
--+ 0 or * the or * a 
:l.n context N + 
Examnle 
go out 
want to play 
at night 
later 
in the house 
here 
j_n June 
to the park 
I want to go Nei'f 
You shop J.n over 
Daddy tool{ me at 
York 
there 
the train 
can, may_, vlill. shall 
go out. :_;1_, up away 
put the hat 
put lt in in the oven 
Giant wakes up 
Daddy has new office 
si_ng His name ::_s a tec~dy bear 
--+ 
~ 
___,}. 
v, 
J_ 
~ 
VT1 ~ 
VT2 --+ 
VTA ~ 
The in context 
N +pl. The dogs are happy 
0 in context N + 
pl. Dogs bite 
* a j_n context 
N +pl. A teeth 
cry 
write, eat, do *substituted 
for have. can 
throw, catch 
take (up_, down, on) *sub-
stituted for get, keep 
Syntactic Structure 
VT.,.., ~ 
Lo 
VTC ~ 
VTa -7 
VTb --j 
VTc ~ 
VTd -1 
VI' e 
VTn -~ 
" 
VT ... ~ 
V'T~ --? 
VT~- ~ 
V•11. 
-J -----? 
Transformations 
( Lfl} 
Example 
get (out, awa:;') *substituted 
for go 
go (out, awa:;') -),'substituteC. 
for get (o 
th:m:c 
1
,{DOW 
picjc 
keep, put *subst:Ltuted for 
take; :::;et *subst:ltuted for 
lla ve, ta1.{e 
see *substituted for look; 
finci, look *subst::.tuted 
for see 
tell *substituted fo~ ask; 
say *substituted for tell 
remembe-:-o 
want _- Late 
r::.-;.-:.~~ .. s~:_. ~-.13.~-ce 
for llave 
.c:. ;e 
*su:Jstc. tuted 
The rules descr:Lbed at the transformation level of the 
grarmnar are those used to der:cve sentences nore com))lex than 
those derived from phrase structure. By the transformational 
rules, the order of the symbols can be changed and additional 
symbols added. An example of each transforraation i.s pre-
sented, and the technique used to derive this example is 
then described. 
l. Simple Transformations 
Tr-1 Passive 
Ex: He was tied up by the man. 
SD: NP aux VT NP (part.) 
1 2 3 4 5 
'I'he man ties him up. 
(42) 
SC: a) 4 be + perf. part. 3 5 by l 
He was tied up bv 
v the 
b) )_f get + peri'. part. 3 5 by l 
He got tied up b'c J the 
Tr-2 Negation 
Ex: I don 1 t. 
SD: il NP c FN ( lTP) Ex: I C.on't NP c N X (HP) Ex: Ee vron 1 t NP c + have X (NP) Ex: I haven't NP c + be X (NP) Ex: ~:e isn't 
SC: l 2 3 
l 2 + n't 3 
1 2 + not 3 
*Adverb Placement 
Ex: I eat sometimes candy. 
SD: NP v no NP 
l 2 3 4 
I eat no candy. 
SC: NP v Adv. NP 
1 2 3 L> 
I eat sometimes candy. 
*Double Negation 
Ex: You can't put .. no more water ln it. 
SD: NP VP any NP 
SC: 
l 2 + n't 3 4 
You can't put any more water :i.n it. 
NP 
1 
You 
VP 
2 + n't 
can't 
no NP 
3 4 
put no more water in it. 
Tr-3 Question 
Ex: Are his eyes bli.nd? 
SD: Same as Tr-2 
SC: 2 l 3 + Q 
Are his eyes blind? 
2 
man 
2 
r:-;.an 
(43) 
Tr-4 Contraction 
Ex: He'll choke. 
SD: Same as Tr-2 b, c and d. 
SC: 1 2 + contraction 3 
He'll choke 
*Contraction Deletion 
Ex: They sleeping. 
SD: Same as Tr-4 
SC: l 3 
They sleeping 
Tr-5 Inversion - with restriction that verb number remains 
unchanged 
Ex: Now I have kittens. 
SD: NP VP (adv) 
1 2 3 
I have kittens now 
SC: 3 l 2 
Now I have !{ittens. 
* Restriction not observed Ex: There's three things 
*Inversion of NP 
Ex: Brothers and sisters I have 
SD: NP VP 
l 2 
I have 
(NP) 
3 
brothers 
SC: 3 1 2 
and sisters 
Brothers and sisters I have. 
Tr-6 Relative Question with restrictions :T human ---7- •rho 
Ex: vfuat is that? 
SD: NP V NP 
1 2 3 
That is X 
adv ~where 
V ~why 
N concrete --7 what 
SC: wh + 3 1 2 
What that is 
Tr-3 SC: What is that? 
(44) 
*No question transformation 
Ex: What that is? 
SD: NP v NP 
1 2 3 
That is X+ Q 
SC: Wh+ 3 1 2 Q 
What that is? 
Tr-7 Imperative 
Ex: Don't use m;sr brushes. 
SD: You (not) (aux1 ) (aux2 ) 1 2 
You do not use 
Tr-4 SC: 1 2 + n•t 
You don't use 
SC: (Imperative) 2 + n•t 
Don't use 
fi[V v A 
3 
my brushes 
3 
my brushes 
3 
my brushes 
Tr-8 Pronominalization there with restriction 
N abstract --,> there 
Ex: There isn't any more story. 
SD: N abstract 
1 
(not) !v'iV 
2 
X isn't any more 
SC: There 2 3 
There isn't any more story. 
*There substitution 
Ex: It isn't any more snow. 
SD: N abstract 
It 
SC: It isn't any more snow. 
(not) NV 
2 
NP 
3 
story 
HP 
3 
(45) 
Tr-9 Separation with restriction that transformation is 
obligatory if 4 is a pronoun 
Ex: He put his clothes on. 
SD: N VT part. NP 
l 2 3 4 
He put on his clothes 
SC: l 2 4 3 
He put his clothes on 
*Restriction not observed Ex: You pick up it. 
Tr-10 Got 
Ex: I've got a book. 
SD: NP c + have NP 
l 2 3 
Tr-4 SC: NP c + 've NP 
l 2 3 
SC: l 2 + got 3 
I've got a book 
Tr-11 Auxiliary verb with restrictions T --7 past, present, 
etc. 
Ex: I have always drunk milk. 
SD: N 
l 
I 
T 
2 
T 
NP or adv 
3 
always have 
V MV N 
4 5 6 
drunk mille 
SC: l 4 + 2 3 5 6 
I have always drunk mille 
V --7 aux_, JYI or JI!V 
Tr-12 Do with restriction that transformation is obligatory 
for some question transformations. 
Ex: I did read the book. 
SD: N v N 
l 2 3 
I read the book 
SC: l do + 2 3 
I did read the book. 
(46) 
Obligatory 
Ex: Did that wheel come off. 
SD: 1 2 do + 3 v 
That wheel did come off 
Tr-3 SC: do + 1 2 3 v 
Did that wheel come off? 
Tr-13 Possessive 
Ex: I'm writing daddy's name. 
a) SD: NP VP N N 
1 2 3 4 
I'm writing daddy name 
SC: 1 2 3 + poss. N 
I'm writing daddy's name 
b) Possessive deletion 
Ex: I took them to the doctor's. 
NP VP N + poss N 
1 2 3 4 
SD: 
I took them to the doctor's N 
SC: 1 2 3 + poss. 
I took them to the doctor's. 
Tr-14 Reflexive with restriction that in 3rd person 
pr + poss + ref ~ pr. + obj + ref 
Ex: I cut myself. 
SD: NP VP reflexive 
1 2 3 
I cut the self 
SC: NP VP pr + poss + reflexive 
1 2 3 
I cut myself 
*Restriction not observed Ex: "hissel r", "theirsel ves" 
2. Generalj_zed Transfb rmations 
Tr-15 Conjunction with restriction that the same verb tense 
is used in sentence II as is used in 
sentence I. 
(47) 
Ex: I think they will be over here and momma will be over here. 
SD: Sent. I. NP VP 
1 2 
I think they will be over here 
Sent. II. NP VP 
1 4 
Momma will be over here 
SC: 1 2 and 3 4 
I think they will be over here and momma will be over here 
*Restriction not observed. 
Tr-16 Conjunction deletion 
Ex: I see lipsticlc and a comb. 
SD: Sent. I. NP V N 
1 2 3 
I see lipstick 
Sent. II. NP v N 
4 5 6 
I see u COlJl~ 
SC: NP v N and N 
1 2 3 and 6 
I see lipstick and a comb 
Ex: "They get mad; and then 
they pushed him." 
(It is found that children often correct or change 
the NP or VP in sent eo ce I or II usi.ng the above trans forma-
tion. The following kinds of sentences are then derived: 
Sentence --+ NP + NP + + VP 
~ NP + VP + VP + 
~ NP + VP + NP + VP + 
Tr-17 Conditional 
He, that, the dog comes 
over here 
Blacky, went, wanted to go 
.. )Momma hit, ?<lomma spanked 
him 
Ex: I'll give it to you if you need it. 
SD: same as Tr-15 
SC: NP VP if NP VP 
I'll give it to you if you need J.t. 
( 48) 
Tr-18 So 
Ex: He saw him so he hit him. 
SD: same as Tr-15 
SC: NP VP so NP VP 
He saw him so he hit him. 
Tr-19 Causal 
Ex: He won 1 t eat the grass because the~r will cry. 
SD: same as Tr-15 
SC: NP VP because NP VP 
He won't eat the grass because they will cry. 
Tr-20 Pronoun in Conjunct:Lon and Conjoin~mg Sentences 
with restriction that l = 3 in gender and 
number. 
Ex: Blaclcy saw Tippy and he was mad. 
SD: Sent. I. NP VP 
1 2 
Blacky saw Tippy 
Sent. II. Pro VP 
3 4 
He was mad 
SC: 1 2 and 3 
Blaclcy saw Tippy and 
*Restriction not observed 
he 
4 
was mad 
Ex: "Mommy was mad so he 
spanked Black .. !!." 
Tr-21 Adjective with restriction that 4 = 5 and definite 
and indefinite adjectives agree with 4. 
Ex: 1 have a pink dog. 
SD: Sent. I. NP VP Art. N 
1 2 3 4 
I have a dog 
Sent. II. NP VP adj. 
5 6 7 
The dog is pink 
SC: 1 2 3 7 + 4 
I have a pink dog. 
(49) 
*Restriction not observed Ex: I write that numbers. 
-Tr-22 Relative Clause with restriction 3 = b. 
Ex: I don't know what he is doing. 
SD: Sent. I. NP VP N 
1 2 3 
I don't know N 
Sent. II. NP VP N 
4 5 ,.. 0 
He is doing N 
SC: 1 2 wh + 6 4 5 
I don't know wpat he is doing 
Tr-22 a) Relative Clause with restrictions 3 = 4 and 
wh + T + N human ---..;. who 
wh + T + N concrete ----;> what_, which 
T + N animate ---? that 
Ex: I met a man who was sick. 
SD: Sent. I. NP VP NP 
1 2 3 
I met a man 
Sent. II. NP VP NP 
4 5 
,.. 
0 
The man was sick 
Tr-7 SC: wh + 4 ,-::> 0 
who was sick 
SC: 1 2 3 wh + 4 5 6 
I met a man who was sick. 
*Restriction not observed Ex: "I see a dog what's white." 
Tr-23 Complement w:ith restriction 4 = 5 
Ex: I want to play. 
a) Infinitival complement 
SD: Sent. I. NP 
1 
I 
(aux) V comp 
2 3 
want comp 
NP 
4 
I 
(50) 
Sent. II. NP VP 
5 6 
I play 
SC: l 2 to + 6 
I want to play 
b) Participial complement 
Ex: I like singing. 
SD. Sent. I. NP (aux} v camp HP 
l 2 3 4 
I like camp I 
Sent. II. NP VP 
5 6 
I sing 
SC: l 2 pres. part + 6 
I like singing 
c) Complement deletion 
Ex: I like to. 
SD: Sent. I. NP (aux} v camp NP 
l 2 3 4 
I like camp I 
Sent. II. NP VP 
5 6 
I X 
SC: l 2 to 
I like to 
Tr-24 Iteration vTi th restriction 4 = 5 = 8 = 9 
Ex: 
SD: 
You have to clean clothes to make 
Sent. I. NP VP 
l 2 
You have 
Sent. II. NP VP 
5 ~ D 
You clean 
Sent. III. NP VP 
9 10 
camp NP 
3 4 
camp you 
camp NP 
7 8 
clothes camp 
You !:Jla1ce the:-:l c:~ean 
SC: l 2 to + 6 to + 10 
them clean. 
you 
You have to clean clothes to make them clean. 
(51) 
Tr-25 Nominalization with restriction 1 = 
Ex: She does the shopping and cooldng and 
a) SD: Sent. I. NP VP Art. N 
1 2 3 4 
She does the N 
Sent. II. NP VP 
5 6 
She shops and cooks and 
SC: 1 2 3 pres. part + 6 
She does the shopping and cook~_ng 
b) SD: Sent. I. NP VP prep 
1 2 3 
I dream about 
Sent. II. NP VP 
5 6 
I grow up 
SC: 1 2 3 pres. part + 6 
I dream about growing up. 
Tr-26 Nominal Compound 
N 
4 
N 
5 
baking. 
bakes 
and baking. 
a) Subject predicate with restriction i+ = 5 
Ex: I have a baby monkey. 
SD: Sent. I. NP VP Art. N 
1 2 3 4 
I have a monkey 
NP (aux) + be Art. i-T 1 
5 6 7 s-
Sent. II. 
The monlcey is a baby 
SC: l 2 3 8 + 4 
I have a baby monkey 
b) Subject preposit:Conal object w:i_th restriction l = 'J 
Ex: The baby carriage is here. 
SD: Sent. I. T 
l 
The 
H 
2 
VP 
3 
Adv. 
4 
carriar;e is here 
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(52) 
Sent. II. T N VP prep. l!l 
5 6 7 8 0 
The carriage is for bab~7 
SC: l 9 + 2 3 4 
The baby carriage is here. 
r·1orpho lor,;y 
All the morphophonemic rules were used by all the ch~-1-
dren in a grammatically acceptable manner. However, in some 
instances, the children used acceptable and non-acceptable 
forms simultaneously. The rules described j_n this analysis 
are limited to those structures in which forms restricted 
to the children's grammar occur. 
Third person singular and plural in present tense of verbs 
3rd pers. sing. 
3rd pers. pl. 
~ V + s or es 
~ *V + 0 
v + 0 
~ *V + s or es 
Past tense of verbs 
past ---> V + ed 
~ *V + ed 
----} *V + ted 
-;5 *V + 0 
Singular and plural of nouns 
N sine;. ~ N + sing. 
N pl. ~ N + pl. 
~ *N sing. + 
~ *N + pl. + 
--~ *N + sine;. 
pl. 
pl. 
(Three types of peculiarities occur: 
Omission Ex: he tvash, two necklace 
Redundancy Ex: he washted, childrens 
Substitution- Ex: he growed, childs 
he washes 
he wasl1 
they wash 
they vrashes 
he washed 
he gro1·1ec1 
he tvashted 
he tvash 
child 
chiC.dren 
childs 
ch:Lldrens 
two necklace 
Possessive forms 
I + poss. pr. 
He+ poss. adj. 
(53) 
~ poss. pr. 
~ poss. pr. + poss. 
~ *obj. + poss. 
--;,. poss. adj. 
--+ *subj. + poss. 
~ *obj. + poss. 
~ *obj. + 0 
mine 
mines 
mes 
his 
hes 
hims 
him 
Some sentences occur which follow the rules of phrase 
structu1•e, transformations and morphology that we have thus 
far been able to describe, but which are grarnmatically un-
acceptable. In these sentences there is an unacceptable 
usage of words. An example of such a sentence is, "He put 
some fire there." Brown1 quotes from the Werner-Kaplan 
study that younger children have not had enough exper:Lence of 
the English language to build in the context probabilities 
necessary to the solution of sentence completion problems 
using the proper part-or-speech. In the example c:Lted above, 
this is not the case. Each part of speech is used correctly. 
We could substitute the noun candy for the noun fire and 
achieve a grammatically acceptable sentence. It seems that 
these children have not yet formulated the concept that cer-
ta:i.n contextual combinations, which go beyond part-of-speech 
contextual combinations, are either acceptable or not accept-
able. Although parts-of-speech are used correctly, categories 
of kinds of nouns and other parts-of-speech which can be used 
in one terminal string have not as yet been established. 
lBrown, "Language and Categories", p. 300. 
(54) 
Comparison of Usage of Transformations 
It was found experimentally that all the structures in 
the first-grade language sample are also present in the 
nursery-school sample. In addition, all the basic structures 
used by adults are found in both the nursery-school and 
first-grade speech samples. 
~iean sentence length has long been used as a valid quan-
titative measure of increased verbal rnaturity.l In this 
study it was found that in the same stimuli situations the 
total sentence output increases significantly with age. As 
the child matures, syntactic structures are added to syntactic 
structures in the generation of sentences, leading to in-
creased length, but without adding tot he basic structures 
used, For example. we find constructions such as conjunct:i_on 
plus conjunction plus conjunction. ("I have a big, big 
teddy bear and I have a little doggie and he's named Blacky/ 
Whitey and there's this big dog and he's named Peppermint.") 
The addition of structures to structures does not indicate 
that any different basic structures have been acquired. It 
would seem to indicate that, as in the learning of other 
skills, practice leads to more elaborated performances. 
The Chomsky technique not only describes the basic struc-
tures which generate the sentences in the language sample, 
but also logically describes the manner in which structures 
restricted to the children's grammar appear. For example, 
lFrederic L. Darley and Kenneth L. Moll, "Reliability 
of Language Measures and Size of Language Sample," Journal 
of Speech and Hearing Research, III, (1960), p. 166. 
(55) 
in using the con,junction transformation (Tr-15), the rules 
for generating this particular structure are only partially 
followed in some instances. The final rule (both sentences 
in conjunction must have verbs with the same tense) is not 
always followed by the children,as shown in the children's 
grammar. Thus, the technique allows us to loolc back and ob-
serve the circumstances under which peculiarities in the 
development of any structures occur. 
Comparison of the Transformations Found in Children's and 
Adults' Grammar 
All the rules described in the phrase structure analysis, 
and rules for the 3rd person singular present form of the 
verb, past form of the verb, pluralization of the noun and 
possessive forms, as discussed in the morphology section, 
are used by the total population. Therefore, no compar:tson 
is made for these rules. The following tables show the num-
ber of children using the various transformational rules. 
Comparison is made using the chi square technique. Figures 
of the significance of the difference are given in the last 
column of the table only when the differences are signifi-
cant at the .05 level or· signi'f:icance or beyond. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
~ 
o. 
7. 
3. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
14. l . 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
(56) 
TABLE 6 
COJI1PARISON OF USAGE OF TRANSFORMATIONS 
BY NURSERY-SCHOOL AND FIRST-GRADE CHILDREN 
Transformations No. of No. of 
Nursery First 
School Grade 
Children Children 
Passive 23 41 
Negation 48 48 
Question 44 Lj c• -u 
Contraction 48 4' 0 
Inversion 45 40 u 
Relative Question 47 47 
Imperative 35 42 
Pronominalization 16 26 
Separation 41 44 
Got 48 L~3 
Auxiliary 
a~ be 43 48 b have 8 20 
Do 48 43 
Possessive 48 48 
Reflexive 29 44 
Conjunction 41 43 
Conjunction Deletion 40 47 
If 12 30 
So 12 29 
Because 30 46 
Pronoun 48 48 
Adjective 48 48 
Relative Clause 37 46 
Complement 
48 48 a~ Infinitival 
b Participial 19 31 
Iteration 5 13 
Nominalization ~ 0 24 
Nominal Compound 48 48 
**Significance level 
S - ** lg. 
.05 
.05 
.01 
.01 
.01 
(57) 
As seen in Table 6, the passive transformation. use of 
the auxiliary verb have, conjunctions with if and $o as 
introductory segments and the nominalization transfol'ra.ations 
are used by significantly more children in the first-grade 
population than in the nursery-school population. When \'le 
observe those structures used by significantly less than 100% 
of the first-grade children, a very similar pattern emere;es, 
as is shown in Table 7. 
TABLE 7 
STRUCTURES USED BY SIGNIFICANTLY LESS TiffiN 100% 
OF THE FIRST-GRADE CHILDREN 
Structures 
Pronominal:i_zation 
Auxiliary have 
If 
So 
Participial complement 
Iteration 
Nominalization 
**Significance level 
First-Grade 
Children 
(No. ) 
26 
20 
30 
29 
31 
13 
24 
First-Grade 
Children 
(%) 
54 
42 
63 
60 
65 
27 
50 
. 05 
. 01 
.05 
. 05 
. 05 
.01 
. 01 
The acquisition of the passive transformatj_on has essen-
tially been accomplished by the first grade. However, the 
use of the auxiliary verb have, con.junctj_ons with if and so 
and the nominalization transformation still show significant 
departures from complete acquisition. This is also true of 
the pronominalization, participial complement and iteration 
transformations. The latter two namely participial comple-
ment and :tteration are used by more of the first-grade chil-
dren and some significant difference is shm-m (. 10 level). 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
3. 
0 J • 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
1P 
...... .._ .. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
(58) 
TABLE 8 
CmlPARISON OF USAGE OF SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES 
BY MALES AND FEMALES MID BY CHILDREN 
ABOVE AND BELOW THE MEAN I. Q. ** 
Transformations 
Passive 
Negation 
Question 
Contraction 
Inversion 
Relative Question 
Imperative 
Pronominalization 
Separation 
Got 
Auxiliary 
a) be 
b) have 
Do 
Possessive 
Reflexive 
Conjunction 
Con,junction deletion 
I :f.' 
So 
Because 
Pronoun 
Adjective 
Relative Clause 
Complement 
a) Infinitival 
b) Participial 
Iteration 
Nominalization 
Nominal Compound 
l•lales Females 
(no. ) (no. ) 
4c; 
30 
12 
14 
49 
33 
47 
43 
47 
47 
46 
35 
20 
41 
47 
L~7 
1!.~ 
47 
47 
39 
44 
42 
21 
15 
3:' 
L~7 47 
40 
47 
20 
6 
16 
47 
Above Below 
t·Iean IQ Nean IQ. 
( no . ) ( ao . ) 
30 
4D 
45 
1~8 
48 
1.~6 
37 
21 
40 
h3 
;_~3 
ll 
,,n 
'+0 
L~(: 
3(~ 
h6 
li-6 
J.-3 
l': 
40 
lk~ 
L~U 
42 
43 
25 
12 
17 
43 
34 
h3 
47 
48 
45 
48 
L~o 
21 
45 
43 
h3 
17 
1~.[-) 
43 
35 
h3 
41 
21.~ 
22 
3,:; 
48 
4S 
41 
48 
25 
6 
13 
48 
** There were no signi:f'icant differences. 
(59) 
On the whole, it seems that there is some pattern in the ac-
quisition of syntactic structures. Those structures which 
show no maturation changes are established very earl:;r and 
are used consistently. In those structures which shovr sig-
nificant maturation changes in a comparison of nursery-school 
and first-grade children_, there are ind:Lcations that further 
significant chanc;es occur beyond the seven-year level. 
Data considering the effects of I. Q. and. sex upon syf'-
tactic structure usage .?~ given in Table 3. A chi square 
evaluatlon of the data in this table shovrs no s'.gnif:icant 
difference in transformati.ons used by all males and all fe-
males or for those usee by all children above and below the 
mean measured j_ntelligence. Comparison of males and females 
and of children above and below the mean measureC. intell:; __ 
gence at the nursery-school and at the first-c;rade level was 
also made, and no significant differences were :Counu. This 
indicates that there is no difference between the sexes in 
the acquisition of syntactic structures. Other studies have 
shown the same results1 ' 2 ' 3, The results of the comparison 
made on the basis of measured intelligence should be viewed 
with some reservation, since the compar:cson made was coarse 
and the mean measured intelligence was quite h:'.gh in both 
lBerko, 1958 ~ 1$' 1- I S'l 
2Templin, 1957,1>/:J-1'/7. 
3Harris Winitz, "Language Slcills of lliale and Female 
Kindergarten Children", Journal of Speech and Hearing Re-
search, II, (1959), p. 386. 
(60) 
groups. 
A complete table listing the transformations used by 
each child and the classroom groups is given in Appendix A. 
There were no additional syntactic structures found j_n the 
classroom language sample. The ages at which more children 
are using certain structures can be observed. 
Comparison of Structures Peculiar to the Children's Grammar 
As previously stated, all the rules found in phrase 
structure and the rules described in the morphological level 
of the grammar are used by all the children in the sample 
population. Simultaneously, forms unique to the children's 
grammar exist at all three levels. Therefore comparisons 
of the usage of these unique forms will be of phrase struc-
ture rules, transformational rules and morphological rules. 
In all instances, at the levels of phrase structure anc 
morphology, those rules which are used by children and adults 
and those un:ique in the children's grammar can be found in 
the same child, side by s:ide. This may be the reason why 
children's grammar is sometimes viewed as unstable and filled 
with "errors". The number of children in nursery-school and 
first-grade using the various unique structures is given in 
Table 9. The chi square technique with Yates correction 
for small cells was used to compare these figures. 
(61) 
TABLE 9 
COMPARISON OF USAGE OF STRUCTURES PECULIAR TO 
THE CHILDREN'S GRAMJ>IAR BY NURSERY-SCHOOL 
AND FIRST-GRADE CHILDREN 
Structures Nursery First Sig.** 
School Grade 
(No.) (No.) 
l. Verb Phrase 
a.~ Omission 5 0 
b. Redundancy 5 3 
c. Substitution 16 9 
2. Noun Phrase 
a. ~ Omission 19 19 
b. Redundancy 24 40 .05 
3. Preposition 
a.~ Omission 14 3 . 05 
b. Redundancy 20 10 
c. Substitution 16 8 
4. Article 
a. ~ Omission 16 2 .01 
b. Redundancy 9 7 
c. Substitution 4 2 
5. Particle 
a.~ Omission 0 2 ./ 
b. Redundancy 2 1 
6. Inversion Restrictions 
a.~ Subject-Object 8 7 
b. Verb Number 17 12 
7. Double Negation 4 4 
8. Contraction Deletion 42 29 
9. Question 18 2 .01 
10. There Substitution 8 1 .05 
11. Separation 4 0 
12. Reflexive 3rd Person 10 8 
13. •rense Restriction 11 17 
14. Adjective Restriction 15 2 .01 
15. Relative Pr. Restriction 5 4 
16. Pronoun Restriction 12 11 
17. Verb Form 
a.~ Omission 29 20 
b. Redundancy lb 7 
c. Substitution 15 5 .05 
18. Noun Form 
a.~ Omission 10 6 
b. Redundancy 9 L~ 
c. Substitution 5 2 
19. Possessive 7 0 .05 
** Significance level 
(62) 
There are significantly more children in the nursery 
school group who omit prepositions and articles in phrase 
structure. Also, there are significantly more children i.n 
the nursery-school group ~•ho can perform only the first 
steps in the following transformations: relative question, 
pronominalization and adjective (transformations Tr-6, Tr-8 
and Tr-21 in the grammar). That is, they cannot bring them 
to completion. They can perform the optional steps in the 
transformation, but once having chosen a structure., they do 
not observe the additional obligatory restrictions. On the 
morphological level, there are signif:i.cantly more children 
in the nursery-school group who omit the irregular past form 
of verbs and substitute regular past forms; and who do not 
observe the restrictions attendant on the use of possessi.ve 
forms. In general, one can term all the unique forms noted 
here as omissions of restrictions which are obligatory once 
a structure has been optionally chosen. 
However, it should be noted that unique forms occur 
infrequently as compared to structures that follow the rules 
to completion. Table 10 shows the frequency of occurrence 
per sentence of the total number of singulariti.es found in 
the children's granwar. In this table all omissions, re-
dundancies and substitutions at the phrase structure and 
morphology levels are categorized together, as are all omis-
sions of restrictions on the transformation level. 
(63) 
TABLE 10 
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE PER SENTENCE 
OF TOTAL NUMBER OF STRUCTURES 
RESTRICTED TO THE CHILDREN'S GRAMNAR 
Structures 
Omissions 
Redundancies 
Substitutions 
Transformation 
Non-restrictions 
Nursery School 
.04 
.03 
.02 
.07 
First Grade 
.02 
.04 
.01 
.04 
There was no significant difference betvreen the two 
groups in the total number of omissions, redundancies, sub-
stitutions and transformation non-restrictions used. Con-
traction deletions account for .037 of the total per sentence 
singularities in transformation restrictions at the nursery 
school level and .019 at the first-grade level. It is the 
most frequent singularity found in the children's grammar 
(Tr-4 in the grammar). Contraction is the form almost always 
chosen in using the auxiliary verbs and moo.als and this is 
consistent with adult usage. 
In addition to the trends noted above, signif:i_cantl~r 
more first-grade children use redundant noun phrases in their 
sentence formation. Redundancies in other forms exist at 
the phrase structure level and the morphology level. At 
these levels of the grammar, the children use rules with 
omissions, then rules w:tth redundancies, with Cecreasing 
maximum amplitude. 
The decreasing amplitude indicates a gradual lessening 
i.n fluctuation toward a static point which may_ be considered 
(64) 
an adult gramnllir. Thus, these results tend to indicate that 
the development of children's granunar is not s:t.mply an asymp-
totic approach to adult grammar. Since s:Lngularities occur 
with such infrequency in the language sample, no quantitative 
statement about this trend can be made. Figure 2 is a curve 
showing the variation of the percentage of omission minus 
the percentage of redundancy with age; and Figure 3 shows 
the variation of the percentage omission ancL the percentage 
redundancy separately. 
I 
_,o.._. __,___,____,___,___,'---'L__, __!__4 % %. % 
I I 
Figure 2: Percentage of Omissions Subtracted f"rom Percentar;e 
of Redundancies versus Age. 
(65) 
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Figure 3: Percentage of Omissions and Redundancies versus 
Age. 
The possib:i.lity that a trend from omiss:con to redundancy 
with lessening fluctuation does exist fits j_n ~/ell w:Lth an 
infomation theory conceptual framewor:c r.;:Uler1 has stated 
that redundancy :"en contextual clues mean that everything we 
say is repeated, but repetition is our insurance against 
error. By using only a Sr:Jall fraction of the available sym-
bol patterns, we ma0.ce it likely that an en'or will transform 
this pattern into some h:",ghly improbable pattern and thus 
enable us to detect a mistake. When the child bee;L1s to use 
the irregular fonn of verbs, for example. past experj_ence 
tells him that 1ed 1 is the inflectional ending which should 
be used. If he is trying out the new verb in past form he 
may use the regular past form and produce the verb "standed". 
He may then use the ).rregular past form plus the regular 
lMiller, "Speech and Language", 1951, 711 'f- '771. 
(66) 
past to insure its 'correctness'. For example, he says 
"stooded". After repeated trials he may then acqu_;_l"e the 
concept that past fol'ms of irregular verbs do not requj_re 
the re::;ular inflectional endinc;. ;-·e f:cnall~' can proO.uce 
"stood". Both stages of' past tense verb formation ex:Lst :;_n 
the children's grammar. 
Table 11 compares the usage of structures peculiar to 
the ch:Lldren' s grammar amongst males and females, and amongst 
children with I. Q:s above and belm•r the mean. There ~rere no 
significant differences between males and i'erJales within tl1e 
nursery-school or within the first-grade population. There 
were significantly more females in the total population vrho 
did not always use the pronoun restriction in conjunction 
and conjoining sentences (Tr-15 in the grammar). In the 
intra-group analysis (results not sho~m in the table) it 
was found that in the nursery-school population, signifi-
cantly more children above the mean I. Q.. used articles re-
dundantly (.05 level). In comparing the total population 
above and below the mean I.Q., significantly more children 
below the mean I.Q. substituted verb forms at the morphology 
level of the grammar ( . 05 level). These measurements j_ndi-
cate that there is little significant difference between the 
sexes or between children with I. Q. above and below the mean 
in the use of unique forms in the grammar. It should be 
noted, however, that in those instances in which significant 
differences occur, the children above the mean I.Q. (at the 
nursery-school level) use a redundant form, and the children 
(67) 
TABLE 11 
COJI'IPARISON OF USAGE OF STRUCTURES PECULIAR TO 
THE CHILDREN 1 S GRAr1HAR BY JIIALES AND FEI.'JALES 
AND CHILDREN ABOVE AND BELOW THE f.JEAN I . Q. 
Structures Jllales Females T/Iean I. Q. 
(No.) (No.) Above Below 
(No.) (No.) 
l. Verb Phrase 
a. ~ Omission 3 2 2 3 b. Redundancy 4 4 3 5 
c. Substitution 14 11 12 13 
2. Noun Phrase 
a. ~ Omission 16 22 16 22 b. Redundancy 32 32 33 31 
3. Preposition 
a.~ Omission 8 9 11 ,-0 
b. Redundancy 14 16 16 14 
c. Substitution 14 10 3 16 
4. Article 
Omission 8 10 ~ 12 a.~ () b. Redundancy 5 11 10 6 
c. Substitution 4 2 3 3 
5. Particle 
a. ~ Omission 3 8 4 7 b. Redundancy 3 0 2 1 
6. Inversion Restrictions 
a.~ Subject-Object 9 6 7 0 u 
b. Verb Number 15 lLI- 15 14 
7. Double Negation 4 4 4 4 
8. Contraction Deletion 37 34 35 36 
9. Question 11 0 11 9 
10. There Substitution 5 4 4 5 
11. Separation 0 lj. 1 3 
12. Reflexive 3rd Person 10 8 10 8 
13. Tense Restriction 15 13 14 14 
14. Adjective Restriction 7 10 8 9 
15. Relative Pr. Restriction 5 4 3 6 
16. Pronoun Restriction r 17** a 14 0 -' 
17. Verb Form 
a.~ Omission 28 20 23 25 b. Redundancy 13 12 10 15 
c. Substitution 10 ll 6 15** 
18. Noun Form 
a.~ Omission 7 9 8 n 0 
b. Redundancy 7 6 4 9 
c. Substitution 2 5 3 4 
19. Possessive 5 2 5 2 
**Difference significant at the .05 level. 
(68) 
below the mean I.Q. omit an obligatory rule. The previously 
stated reservations concerning the possible effect of intel-
ligence on the usage of syntactic structures apply to the 
usage of unique forms as well. 
A complete table listing all the structures peculiar 
to the children's grammar used by each child and the class-
room group is given in Appendix B. The ages at which fewer 
children are using these unique forms can be observed. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SU1iMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to use a nevr explanatory 
model of grammar (Chomsky's Model of Syntactic Structures) 
to determine if it was capable of describing a children's 
grammar as a self-contained system and of indicating develop-
mental trends. 
A sample of 48 private nursery-school children (mean 
age J years, 7 months) and 48 first-grade children (mean age 
6 years, 5 months) comprised the population. All the first-
grade children had attended nursery school. There were 49 
boys and 47 girls in the total population. The sample did not 
include children with a physical disability which impairs 
speech or those with I.Q.'s of under 90. 1~alysis of parental 
occupation showed that all children belonged within the 
category of the upper 24% of a middle class community. There 
was no significant difference in the mean age of the males 
and females or in their I.~. within each age level, and no 
significant difference in I.Q. of nursery-school and first-
grade children. 
Language was elicited and tape recorded in three stimuli 
situations: 1) spontaneous speech in response to The Blacky 
Pictures, 2) conversation with an adult generated by the 
(69) 
(70) 
questions j_n The Blacky Pictures manual plus questi.ons 
formulated by the experimenter, and 3) conversation with 
peers generated by role playing in a family setting. In 
addition, language was recorded, by vTr:Lting. :Ln all the 
classrooms of the sample population for cross-validation 
purposes. Only those children who produced a minimum of 
50 sentences :tn the tape recorded situat:tons were kept in 
the population. A total of 8574 sentences were obta:Lned 
j_n the tape recorded si tuat:tons and 1009 i_n the classrooms. 
The language sample of each child and of the classroom 
groupsv,ere analyzed using ChomS~J'S model. A grammar was 
written incorporating all the rules used at the two age 
levels to generate all the sentences obtained. Compar).sons 
were made of the number of children usj_ng transformations 
found in both chil6ren's and adults• grammar for the nursery 
school and first-grade level, for males and females and for 
children above and below the mean I.Q. The same comparisons 
were made of the usage of structures pecul:i_ar to the chil-
dren's grammar. The Chi Square technique was used for these 
comparisons. 
The basic structures which generated all the sentences 
in the total language sample could be descr:i.bed within the 
framework of the Chomsky model. A children's grammar was 
written which includes those structures found in both chi.l-
dren 1 s and adults 1 grarrnnar and those structures which are 
peculiar to the children's grammar. Thus, it is a self-con-
tained system describing a stage of development oi~ chUdren' s 
(71) 
granunar. 
All the basic structures used by adults to generate their 
sentences can be found in the granunar of the nursery-school 
children. Age increased the ability to use the bas:i.c struc-
tures in an additive manner and also increased the total 
sentence output in like stimuli situations. In comparing 
the number of children in the nursery-school group and in 
the f""rst-grade group l"lho used these structures, it was found 
that most of the structures are acquired at an early age and 
are used consistently. This may indicate: 1) a need to ac-
quire most of the rules for generating English sentences at 
an early age for environmental adaptation, and 2) that there 
are,within the language, categories of structures or rules 
which can be learned for producing possible sentences. 
Almost all the structures which are still :l.n the process of' 
being acquired at the nursery-school level are also in this 
process at the first-grade level. There was no significant 
difference in the use of syntactic structures by males and 
females or by children above and below the mean I. Q. This 
would indicate that, within this population, maturation is 
the most significant factor in increasing the usage of s0~­
tactic structures. 
The structures which are unique in the children's gram-
mar occur infrequently in the total language sample. It was 
found that significantly more children at the nursery-school 
level omitted the rules which are obligatory once a structure 
has been optionally chosen. In addition, at the phrase 
(72) 
structure and morphology level of the grammar, a trend from 
omission to redundancy with decreasing fluc'Guat:Lon was ob-
served in the course of the maturational development toward 
a zero usage of unique structures. The data is limited by 
the infrequency of occurrence of such forms. For the most 
part, comparison of the usage of these structures by males 
and females and by children above and below the mean I. Q. 
did not show any significant differences. This would indi-
cate that maturation is the most sj_gnificant factor :en the 
exclusion of these structures from the gran®ar. 
Conclusions 
The Chomsky model is capable of descr:cbing a children 1 s 
grammar as a self-contained system and of inc:icating O.evelop-
mental trends. In adO.it:Lon, the model gives us a technique 
for looking at grammatical development in Eew and in-
sightful ways both for normative and comparative studies. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
The small size of the experimental population and its 
lack of representativeness in I.Q. and soc:Lo-economj_c status 
prevented the development of normative data. For the pur-
pose of obtaining such data the study should be extended to 
a large representative populat:!.on. 
1. A study of syntactic structures in the language of 
1 to 3 year olds and kindergarten children to observe develop-
mental differences between these children and the children in 
this study. 
(73) 
2. An extensive study of the morpholos;y level of the 
grammar. 
3. Comparative studies of' syntact:_c structures 'en the 
language of' normal-speaking children and ch:UC:ren w:Lth C:e-
fective speech. 
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APPENDICES 
Transformations 
Passive 
Negation 
;.:.uestion 
Contraction 
Inversion 
Relative Question 
Imperative 
Pronominalization 
Separation 
Got 
Aux. be 
have 
Do 
Possessive 
Reflm~ive 
Con,iunction 
Conjunction Deletion 
:r:r 
So 
Because 
Pronoun 
Adjective 
Relative Clause 
Comp. Infinitival 
I'ortioipial 
Iteration 
Nominalization 
Nominal Compound 
Age 
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